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QUALITY TALENT
FOR RAPID SCALING
You have great recruitment plans and you want to move swiftly in a competitive market. You need to understand talent availability, compensation and how to be attractive. So you onboard the best talent in the shortest time possible. We can help. Hire today with Brainspotting.


 










ABOUT US
We help companies scale their businesses with quality talent since 2001. Hire now to start growing your business with the help of 14 consultants with experience of up to 13 years.
read more




WE DELIVER
We streamline your recruitment to help you achieve success faster. Hire now to fill any role in the shortest time possible, including experienced and executive positions.



350+
CLIENTS
 



3300+
JOBS
 



55%
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35%
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92%
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 WE CAN HELP
Open and scale a center in CEE or Romania
Insight based recruitment in CEE or Romania
Executive search for high performing talent
Onsite recruiters with background in your area
Market intelligence for IT and BPO/SSC skills
read more




INSIGHTS
Grab our latest insights for CEE and Romania talent market
How is the market evolving in terms of skills? What are the best paid technologies and what IT salaries are competitive? Who are the most attractive employers and how does a professional decide to accept an offer? Our reports answer some of the most important questions you have when you want to grow fast and get the most out of your recruitment efforts.
Get your reports






OUR CLIENTS LOVE US
Ioana Grigore,
HR Manager,
Orange Services

"Brainspotting manages the impossible in our relationship: you combine the ideal of two opposite worlds. You have the structure, quality and organization typical of corporations but also the adaptability, agility and speed of entrepreneurs. It is always a pleasure to work with you."



Alexandru Sasu,
Product Director,
Boost.rs

“Brainspotting helped us find top talent in record time we're highly satisfied! There are three qualities that we appreciate most in Brainspotting: First, Brainspotting's reach and search strategy when it comes to finding the best candidates for the job to be filled. Second, their outstanding client-focus: the dedication in accompanying the client at all phases of the recruitment (search, interview, and post-interview evaluation) is best-in-class. Third, the speed of execution: for anyone recruiting this is the biggest pain point and Brainspotting moves fast and never misses a beat."



Nynke Doorenbos,
Global Director HR, Legal and Operations,
Sustainalytics

“It was a great pleasure working with Brainspotting. The consultant we experienced was very knowledgeable and provided us with great insights into the Romanian labor market. During the search, our consultant was always available, and provided timely and to the point feedback. We successfully closed our search within the ambitious timelines we had set for ourselves of which much of the success can be attributed to Brainspotting as it was not an easy search profile, by no means. Last but not least, our consultant was a most agreeable and professional individual. With no hesitation do I recommend working with the team at Brainspotting."



Silvia Mogos,
Recruitment Lead,
Orange Romania

“Working with Brainspotting is fluid. We’ve always received shortlists of candidates calibrated with our needs. And I appreciate the constant updates and market data we receive. I have repeatedly recommended Brainspotting to other companies."



Vlad Bog,
Human Resources Director,
Microsoft

“Working with you has provided data solidity to our decision making. But on top of that, I was permanently impressed by the willingness to go the extra mile, flexibility shown in every project we ran together. It is also always energizing to see the youth and passion in the team!"



Manfred Schmauch,
Managing Consultant,
Capgemini Consulting Germany

“To successfully manage all deliverables and timelines promised within a challenging transformation project (for a Romanian market leader) I have asked BRAINSPOTTING for professional support for several HR topics. The results were clear: together with the BRAINSPOTTING consultants we delivered on time and above client's expectations – Bravo!"



Alina Manole,
Recruitment Manager,
Vodafone

“We have been working with Brainspotting with respect to several recruitment processes in the last two years, particularly in the area of technical volume recruitment. For us, every project run in partnership with Brainspotting proved to be the perfect occasion to acknowledge their professionalism, their excellent delivering speed and flexibility when it comes to obtaining best results to suit our demands. We’ve seen them striving to outdo themselves each and every time we worked together and this makes us now more than confident that no matter what challenge we may launch in the future – with very specialized IT & Engineering recruitment cases, for instance – they will successfully manage it and respond to out specific needs in the most professional way possible."



Razvan Voica,
HR Manager,
iQuest

“2 main ideas come to mind: extraordinary customization of services and unmatched consistency in collaboration. You managed to offer us a clear image of the market in terms of talent availability, salaries and candidate insights which certainly gave us a competitive advantage. In addition it is important to note the professionalism of the people behind the services provided. It’s nice to work with people that are flexible and, at the same time, fully understand your company needs."
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LET’S GET IN TOUCH



      
Your name
 
 
 
 Input this code: 




 
 send



email:
contact@brainspotting.ro
address:
6, Pitar Mos, floor 4, Bucharest,
 010453, Romania
dpo:
dpo@brainspotting.ro
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